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This small program performs a similarity query against web pages that are stored in the local hard drive. It
uses Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) to rank the documents. Unlike a conventional searching tool, it
calculates semantic relatedness of the texts. A document may appear in the search result even if the search
query is not in the text. To make it easier, Gensim, an open source python library for NLP, is used for this
app.
The first step to do is to convert the html pages to plain text. We utilize BeautifulSoap for this purpose. For
simplicity, noises in the HTML pages (i.e. page navigation, table of content, etc) are not removed.
import os
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup, Comment

def get_file_paths(dir_name):
for dir_path, dir_names, file_names in os.walk(dir_name):
for file_name in file_names:
yield os.path.join(dir_path,file_name)
def get_content(file):
soup = BeautifulSoup(file, 'html.parser')
soup = soup.body
if soup == None:
return
for code in soup(['script']):
code.extract()

comments = soup.findAll(text=lambda text:isinstance(text, Comment))
[comment.extract() for comment in comments]
content = soup.get_text()
return content
file_paths = get_file_paths('Pages')
for file_path in file_paths:
if file_path.endswith('htm') or file_path.endswith('html'):
file = open(file_path,'r',encoding='utf8')
content = get_content(file)
file.close()
if content:
file_name = os.path.basename(file_path)
if file_name.endswith('htm'):
file_name = file_name.replace('htm','txt')
elif file_name.endswith('html'):
file_name = file_name.replace('html','txt')
file = open('Corpus/'+file_name,'w+',encoding='utf8')
file.write(content)
file.close()

Next, a dictionary is created based on the plain text files (corpus). In the dictionary, each word is assigned to
a unique number.
import os
from gensim import corpora
def get_file_paths(dir_name):
for dir_path, dir_names, file_names in os.walk(dir_name):
for file_name in file_names:
yield os.path.join(dir_path,file_name)
def make_dictionary(file_paths):
texts = []
for file_path in file_paths:
file = open(file_path,'r',encoding='utf8',errors='ignore')
text = file.read()
text = text.lower().split()
texts.append(text)
dictionary = corpora.Dictionary(texts)
dictionary.save('dictionary.dict')
return dictionary
file_paths = get_file_paths('Corpus')
dictionary = make_dictionary(file_paths)
for dict in dictionary.items():
print(dict)

The content of the dictionary file will be like this:

The plain text files are now represented as a stream of vectors. Each document is mapped to the dictionary
that contains all of the corpus's unique words. A simple term count modelling (bag-of-words) is
implemented in the process. A file list (file_list.csv) is also created for displaying search results.
import os
import csv
from gensim import corpora
def get_file_paths():
for dir_path, dir_names, file_names in os.walk('Corpus'):
for file_name in file_names:
yield os.path.join(dir_path,file_name)
#,'r',encoding='utf-8',errors='ignore'
def make_bow(file_paths,dictionary):
file_write = open('file_list.csv','w+',newline='')
writer = csv.writer(file_write)
idx = 0
for file_path in file_paths:
file_read = open(file_path,'r',encoding='utf8',errors='ignore')
content = file_read.read()
file_read.close()
content = content.lower().split()
writer.writerow([idx,file_path])
idx += 1
yield dictionary.doc2bow(content)
file_write.close()
file_paths = get_file_paths()
dictionary = corpora.Dictionary.load('dictionary.dict')
vectors = make_bow(file_paths,dictionary)
for v in vectors:
print(v)
corpora.MmCorpus.serialize('bow.mm', vectors)

The BOW model is saved. Here is the content of the file:

We can now use the dictionary (dictionary.dict) and the vectorized document corpus (bow.mm) to create LSI
model. Essentially, words that are commonly found together within a single topic are grouped together. The
number of topics that you want to create is up to you.
from gensim import corpora, models
dictionary = corpora.Dictionary.load('dictionary.dict')
corpus = corpora.MmCorpus('bow.mm')
lsi = models.LsiModel(corpus, id2word=dictionary, num_topics=5)
lsi.save('model.lsi')

Below are the most contributing words for each of the first three topics. The results will be much better if we
first clean the corpus by removing stop words.

Using the LSI model, we can represent any document as a distribution over topics.
from gensim import corpora, models, similarities
lsi = models.LsiModel.load('model.lsi')
corpus = corpora.MmCorpus('bow.mm')
corpus_lsi = lsi[corpus]
index = similarities.MatrixSimilarity(corpus_lsi)
index.save('index.index')

Below is the percentage contribution of topics in each document.

Now, it is the time to perform the searching process. Input any keyword and the program will show the most
relevant content (text files).
from gensim import corpora, models, similarities
import csv
lsi = models.LsiModel.load('model.lsi')
dictionary = corpora.Dictionary.load('dictionary.dict')
index = similarities.MatrixSimilarity.load('index.index')
user_input = 'pc cash register'
vec_bow = dictionary.doc2bow(user_input.lower().split())

vec_lsi = lsi[vec_bow]
sims = index[vec_lsi]
sims = sorted(enumerate(sims), key=lambda item: -item[1])
top = 0
for sim in sims:
file_read = open('file_list.csv','r')
reader = csv.reader(file_read)
for rec in reader:
if str(sim[0]) == str(rec[0]):
print(str(rec[1]))
break
file_read.close()
if top == 5:
break
top += 1

The results are numerical.

Here, with the help of the csv file (file_list.csv) that we created earlier, we can print the most similar
documents in a better way.
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